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News

📅 08.09.2021
German universities and higher education institutions demand a stronger role for European University...

📅 06.09.2021
Jena Declaration on Cultural Sustainability signed

📅 02.09.2021
Exhibition at Humboldt-Universität depicts lives of academics who have been forced into exile

Show more News

Calls

프 Deadline: 10.09.2021
BMBF funding call for green hydrogen research cooperation with Japan

프 Deadline: 26.09.2021
AI GameDev: Europe's first research-driven competition to improve game technologies

프 Deadline: 30.09.2021
Pre-Call Announcement: Initiation of Cooperation in the Area of Public Health Research between...

Show more Calls
Events

📅 16.09.2021
Days of Ukraine in Berlin and Brandenburg

📅 21.09.2021
Baden-Württemberg International: Postdoc Webseminar "Your Postdoc in Germany"

Show more Events